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Roberson walks away
with victory
See Mr.

The Officia tu mt Newspaper ofPrairie View A & M University

10 on page 7

Lady Panthers earn spot
in NCAA tournament
By Joyce Dixon
Editor-in-Chief

TAMu
bonfire
tradition
claims lives
By Sheleah Hughes

The Prairie View
A&M University (PVAMU)
Panther Volleyball team faced
off against the SWAC last
weekend in Montgomery, ~a.
and came out victorious.
This was the first

Production Mangaer

Since 1909, the
historic
Texas
A&M
University Aggie bonfire has
only once been omitted from
weekend rituals.

Southwestern Athletic Conference (SWAG) win for the Panther team since 1992 and it

The fire, which is lit
to 6et students ready £or the
football
ame against

has earned the team the right
archriva University of Texas
to com-pete against the nations
was not started in 1963,
best m the CAA volleyball
following the assassination
tournament to be held Dec. 2. l ,ady Panther volleyball team gets pumped up during a match
of President John F.
The Lady Panthers
Kennedy. Almost forty years
played hard on the first day of
On day two of the tour- Valley State University, Alalater, the tradition will cease
the tournament against Texas nament the Lady Panthers bama State University and
once more.
During
early
Southern University and tri- played against Grambling AlabamaA&MUniversity and
morning hours yesterday, a
umphed. However, later in State University, University reigned supreme.
the day they suffered defeat ofArkansas-Pine Bluff, Alcorn
40 -foot bonfire stack oflogs
being assembled for the eve
at the hands of Southern Uni- State University, Jackson
State University, Mississippi See SWAC on page 12
of the game on Thanksgiving
versity.
night, collapsed killing eleven
and injuring at least 28.
Authorities state
that some 60 to 70 students
were believed to be working
on the site when a center pole
snapped after being struck
By Joyce Dixon
by a crane. The stack, which
Editor-in-Chief
would have reached twostories in height, shifted
Two Prairie View J
suddenly and then collapsed.
A&M University (PVAMU) i
greats enshrined in buildings ~
on campus died in the same
See Aggies on page 15
week.
The Athletic and
INSIDE THIS
Sports Intramural Complex J
I
and Athletic Field House,
~
"Baby Dome," grace the name
Dr. Emery Roswell Owens
of William James "Billy"
Nicks, Sr. and the Owens- tributions to the university the College Hall of Fame.
Viewpoints ........ 2
Owens joined Prairie
Franklin Health Center was and the community.
Campus
News.. .4
Nicks coached basket- View A&M College in 1941 as
named in honor of Dr. Emery
Regional
News.. 6
ball, football, tennis and base- resident physician and reRoswell Owens.
National News ... 8
Both mGn were hon- ball while at PVAMU. He was mained at the University un
Black History.... 9
ored bythe Universitybecause also inducted into the Texas
See
Death
on
page
15
oftheir many outstanding con- Black Sports Hall ofFame and

PVAMU legends fall

Mourners remember enshrined men
\
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N'COBRA, PVAMU host

Personal life needs
healthy balances
By Santee's
Bowers
Managing Editor

way that I separate my personal and professional lives.
Another is prioritizing.
Each day I make
choices. Everyday after that I
am forced to live with them,
but over time I have been educated by my own mistakes, as
well as the consequences of
others.
As a student and the
Managing Editor of The Panther, I find that separation
works best when there is a
balance. I never let what occurs in the Panther office infringe on my personal affairs,
or at least I try to put forth
effort in this vain.
It's at times like these
when I think of a statement
Kate Ferguson, editor-in-chief

Separating one's professional life from one's personal life is often easier said
then done.
Being single for the
last year, black since birth,
and still a woman through it
all, fve been enlightened by
the effects when one conflicts
with the other.
Having chosen the
lifestyle of singlehood, I apportion a majority of my time
between employment, student
activities, and my major Biology. Having the freedom to
interact with those who I
choose or don't choose, is one See

Life on page 3
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Editorial Board
Joyce Dixon : Editor-.in-Chief
Santee's Bowers : Managing Editor
Patrina A. Bostic : News Editor
Yauna Estes : Copy Editor
Sheleah D.Hughes : Production Manager
RY.an McGinty: Sports Editor

Glenn Russell : Photography Editor
Tina M. Ellis : Entertainment Editor
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Contributors
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Editorial Policy
The Panther is a publication supported through advertising and student
activity fees. Views expressed within the publication are not necessarily
those shared by Prairie View A&M University or the Texas A&M University Board of Regents.·
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Campus leader calls
peers to action
Production
Manager

The Panther Advisor: Dr. Kimetris Baltrip
Technical assistance provided by Gitonga M'Mbijjewe

of Black Women Magazine tally or physically. When you
said, "If I am happy, I savor leave your place of employthe feelings because I know ment or personal business,
that (relationships) life is too leave that particular day's afshort to drown myself in un- fairs behind.
Greetings Brothers and Sisters,
In your spare time,
I am grateful for this opportunity to communicate with you and I hope this letter finds you happiness because of a need
to live a lifestyle measuring take time out for yourself in
in good health and spirits.
I wish to inform you of a very important event that will be occurring soon. I would also up to other people's expecta- what I like to call 'me time.'
I strongly advise this.
like to ask for your help. On November 19 and 20, for the first time ever on the campus of Prairie tions."
The many students 'Me time' allows a person to
View A&M University (PVAMU), a reparations and economic development conference will be
held. The focus of this conference will be on reparations and economic development of Afrikan involved in organizations, ac- catch up on rest and relaxpeople. The Southern Regional Conference which begins at 2 p.m. in the public events room of tivity boards, and especially ation. Each person's 'me time'
the John B. Coleman library will focus on the work of our chapters in moving more rapidly thosewhoareemployed,know will vary according to their
the true meaning of balance lifestyles. Some may choose to
towards success in the year 2000.
As you know, reparations are repayment/compensation for a wrongful act. Examples betweentheirprofessionaland spend quality time with the
personal lives.
· person they are in love with
ofreparations payments that have already been made include:
I advise you as a and not answer the phone,
• $25 million paid to survivors of the Jewish Holocaust from Austria, paid in 1990
reader to never let any situa- participate in yoga, read, or
• $1.2 billion paid to Japanese Americans for their unjust subjugation to interment
tion get the best of you - men- even pray.
camps during WWII by the U.S., paid in 1990.
• $1 billion paid to Alaskan natives for unjust treatment, paid by the U.S. in 1971.
Brothers and sisters, we as Afrikan people, are the only group of people in this country
who have not received reparations for unjust acts done to us and many would agree that our
ancestors and ourselves have been subjected to some of the most cruel, horrendous, tragic and
catastrophic organized events -with specific reference to what is referred to some as the Afrikan
Holocaust, or in more common terms: the slave trade.
Currently the National Coalition of Blacks for Reparations in America (NCOBRA) has
a working lawsuit in which the payment of reparations to Afrikan people is included. Also
included are interrelated strategies, which would truly help repair our people.
I ask that you contribute by attending the NCOBRA conference that will take place on Leader from page 2
PVAMU's campus. As college students we need as much help as possible from the community,
organizations and other chapters to make this event a success. The only requirem.ent tor m.ore it you aee the -.,.or"\L '1.t
attendance would be a $5 regist-ration fee, with which you have the o-ption of bec~nnin& an t.a'&ea u, ao\v \.n -pTo .\ -rn.
Wan mor
·vi · ,
uri .
NCOBRA member as well as the opportunity to receive a discoun
pri e on h V1
ped
events, parties, and other soIt' no~ my opholecture of Geronimo ji Jaga on October 27.
.
cial events? Remind yourpeers more year and Im not regretIf you have any questions at all, please fee] free to caJ! myself. the co-chm":8 of the thatifitain'tbrokedon'ttryto ting any part of the year. rm
PVAMU NCOBRA chapter, or Dr. Jmari ObadeJe. Thank you m advance for your time and fuc. it and if it get.s bro.ken, glad that I can define my own
dedication to the uplifting of our people, and all people.
somebody has to pay for it.
life. I have no room to com.As
a
leader I have the plain because I am usually
Graciously,
C
· ·
opportunity to se~ just how part of the planning process.
Tony Brown, Houston/Prairie View Economic Development omm1Ss1oner
much it costs for certain
Once you beco~e part
(409) 826-2497
events. Once you realize, you of the process ,:ou ~on t find
too will understand that much room to complam either.

reparations conference

By Sheleah
Hughes

Newspaper Staff

Life from page 2

According to the
Webster's dictionary, leader
can be defined as one who
leads, or conducts, a guide or a
commander.
According to Sheleah's
dictionary of everyday language leader ,would be defined
as one who is a community
soap box, listens to the complaints ofothers and takes the
blame for nearly everything.
During my freshmen
year I regretted not being involved in many activities. My
friends can vouch for me fussing about not being in positions where! was wle to make
a difference. Everyday I had a
complaint about being bored
and unchallenged.
Well I asked for it and
got it. I am currently serving
as the Advertising Director of
the Cam.pus Activities Board,
sophomore class Vice Presi-

dent, and Production Manager
of the newspaper.
Although each organization I am affiliated with
is dedicated solely to the student population, it is through
these channels that I receive
the most complaints and criticisms.
In just the latest edition of the Panther, a fell ow
editor and leader wrote a similar article to answer all of the
complaints aimed toward her
and the newspaper staff. I am
not here in rebuttal; I am just
challenging the complainers.
I challenge students
on the Prairie View campus to
step up and add the title President of the university to their
names.
If you see something
that is not up to par, change it.
Don't go to your friend and
complain about it. Don't skip
over to Mr. Raab, Mr. Jonas,
Mr. Dick.ens or any one else,
whining and complaining.
First try to handle the
problem yourself; you will
treasure the outcome much

See Leader on page 3

Power increase enhances
KPVU radio listenership
Dear Editor,

VU h as officially applied for a power increase (up to
I am pleased to announce that ~ .
C
. . on (FCC) effective September 20,
50,000 watts) with the Federal Commumcations omm1ss1

. d
ti all nhance KPVU's ability to reach
If approved, this power incre~se will rama / tiale to generate more underwriting
more potential listeners as well as mcrease our po_ en
1
(advertising) revenue? including c~rp~at~~o;i~~ ~;r Mr. Dave Cassels who worked ~th
l would also like to recogmze_ e ie .
n the status of this special prOJ3Ct.
me on this project from the start. I will keep you m orme o

1999.

r

d

Prim.Co Phones

~=-:

K-i,:~~a!,or
~

•ttlolDCIII

tif3_,

editor at p. 0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX 77~6 ~rm the
Memorial Student Center' room 114. All sub1?1ss1ons are
subject to editing and must include the authors name and
telephone number.

~---------- -------
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CAMPUS NEWS

Students encourged to use
credit cards responsibly

Recent graduate honored in distinguished
publication as future top leader in nation
By Harry Cathey

By Kalyn Bullock

Panther Staff

Business Editor

Labor Day Classics,
homecoming, Kappa Beach
Party, and springfest -- what
comes next? Credit card statements which begin to roll in
after these events.
Participants desire
new shoes, clothes, and hairstyles for these events and often use credit.
Picture this -- It's the
first day of school anr! everyone is going to class. A freshman, whojusttumed 18yearsold is walking to his class when
he notices that some students
are walking around with anew
t-shirt or scented candles.
The first thing that
goes through his mind is
'that's a cool t-shirt'.
He looks up and sees
students filling out credit card
applications.
So he decides to complete one too. He tells himself, that he won't use it. He
just wants the t-shirt or he'll
use it only for an emergency.
"Ifyou can eat it, drink
it or wear it -- it's not an emergency," said Steve Bucci,
president of Consumer Credit
Counseling Service of Rhode
Island.
A credit card is described as an open-ended loan
that allows the consumer to
borrow money without paying the full amount back at
one time. Usually the consumer is required to pay two
to three percent of the outstanding balance each month.
Having a credit card
establishes good credit history
if payments are made on time
each month. But if payments
are late, credit history can be
destroyed.
Unfortunately
some college students will tarnish their credit history before they graduate.
"I go shopping oft.en,
but I have a few select store
credit cards I use. I try not to
spend a lot, but sometimes it's
hard because my eyes get big
and everything "looks cute,"
said Jessica Hays, an unemployed, electrical engineering
sophomore.
"If a person does not
._..,, __ ,,,,.

•

•

•. •.I 4t

... I,
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haye enough discipline when try haveprohibitedcreditcard
using credit cards, it can be a companies from soliciting on
campus.
dangerous thing."
"Hopefully next year
Many credit card
credit
card
vendors will be procompanies allow students to
hibited
from
PVAMU camhave large credit limits.
pus,"
said
Silas
Collins, direcA recent survey by
tor
of
student
center operaBankrate showed that 75.8
tions
at
PV
AMU.
percent of students were re"Currently vendors
sponsible for paying their own
are required to fill out paper
credit card bills.
About 12 percent of work and pay a $75 fee to setstudents said their parents up on campus, but most of the
paid their bills completely. time they just setup anywhere
The remaining 12.1 percent on the yard to avoid the set-up
said they and their parents fee," he said.
The University of
both paid the bills.
Iowa
has
offered advice for
Results showed that
college
students
who use
most students are responsible
credit
cards:
for paying their credit card
Budget you finances.
expenses.
Don't
let
the balance of the
This
can
put
credit
card
exceed a monthly
unneccessary stress on students because they're not able salary. Try to pay off the balto focus fully on their studies ance immediately to avoid indue to concern over making terest payments. Use cash
whenever possible, and use
payments on time.
Some colleges and only one maj_or credit to conuniversities around the coun- trol sp_ending.:

RESUMES pfus
Resumes on fine paper
Cover Letters
Web Page Resumes
Job Opening Searches

(409) 826-6266
(local call from PYAMU)

Introductory Special-$5 off
. .. . . . .,

Alzo Slade was a
leader on campus and continues this role offthe campus of
Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU).
Recently featured in
the 1999 issue of The Black
Collegian publication, Slade
is recognized as one who will
be a leader in the new millennium.
The headline of the
story which Slade was featured in reads: "The Future
is in Good Hands."
Slade, a 23-year-old
former communications student who graduated in May
1998, said he chose PVAMU
because he sought knowledge
about his culture and history.
While attending
PVAMU, he was SGA president, Mr.PrairieView, Mr .10,
a member ofKappa Alpha Psi
and the school's mascot for a

said, "I mixed the two and I
think that's where I gained
most of my respect because
people saw that change and
my growth."
With
corporate
America on his heels, Slade
aimed to be a well-rounded
student.
''The university is an
oasis ofAfricanAmericans and
the real world is not," Slade
said. "But Prairie View prepared me for the world by
teaching me how to interact
with people.
"I reflected on my days
at PV and responded to challenges in the workplace," he
continued.
Slade believes that
one shouldn't wait on opportunities, but should pursue his
or her goals.
He defined a leader
as someone who is able to develop his or herself mentally
and spiritually. And during

year.

During Slade's freshman and sophomore years,
he performed stand up comedy at local cl~!>-~·
Slade said he began
to suppress his comical nature and focus on the intellectual and artistic side of himself.
In an interview with
The Black Collegian, Slade

f

i

self development.. a \eadeT in-

to-ra

spires others to achieve the
same goals that made him or
her stand out.
Slade said he was
shocked to hear others refer to
him as a leader.
"I don't feel as if I'm a
leader because I'm just being
myself," he said.
.
But being recognized
as a leader encourages Slade
to continue his leadership role
as an example for others.
In the future, Slade

s h a r e
knowledge of their trade.

who

Houston, ladesaidhewasn'
offered the position and salary that he eJtCpected.

He realizes that be-

coming a director is not going
to be easy and understands
that meeting people in the industry is onl~ one_way to
achieve his goals.
Slade acknowledged
that the world outside of college can be a reality shock if
students are not prepared.
During his tenure at
his former job at Fox 26 in

He said the real world
is challenging and ifstudents

are not prepared, many wilJ
have difficulty achieving their
goals.
In addition to accomplishing his career goals,
Slade said he wants to give
back to the students at
PVAMU by sharing the realities of life after graduation.

And the winner is .....

Earn Money
How would you like to
earn money every time
someone uses the phone?
Turns on the light?
Watches cable? TV?
\
Surfs the net? I am
offering every student th
opportunity to own his or
her own business and
make lots of money
without leaving campus.
For more information,
contact independent rep.
306-454506 at 1-800506-1144 ext. 8832 or
972-283-3294, e-mail
daaalex13@aol.com

plans to direct
and
write documentaries
for film.
Heis
employed at
Industrial
Audio Video
where he
sells film
equipment.
Slade
said it is a
blessing in
disguise to
be employed ~
for the com- ~
pany be- ~
cause it en- .§
ables him to ij
learn
to
work with
the equipment. He
Abo Slade, a recent PV AMU graduate feasaid he also
tured in a magazine as a future leader
gets to meet
film direc-

By Tierashia Manuel
Panther Staff

--------------'

The Charles Gilpin Players celebrate 70 years of theatrical performance this year.
The dramatic club was
founded in 1929 by Dr. Earl K
Sasser who was head of the English Department at Prairie View
College.
The group began to produce play productions in 1936 in
a theatre that resembled a laundry building.
.
In 1977, the Gilpins
moved into the Hobart Taylor
building where they are still located today:

Gilpin players celebrate over
half a century of theatrics
After 70 years of
award-winning performances,
the Gilpins are still capturing
hearts and honors.
The group competed
in the Texas State Festival II
of the American College Theatre Festival on Nov. 3-4 at
San Jacinto College Central
in Pasadena, Texas.
Awards were given in
13 categories. The Gilpins won
honors in 11 catagories.
C. Lee Turner, director of the Gilpins won an ex.cellence in directing award for

"Dark of the Moon."
Ronnie Hall and
Taryne Metcalf won superior
acting awards for their performance in the same show.
Samuel Jackson won
an excellece in acting for the
role of Marvin Hudgens in
Dark of the Moon while Joseph Raibon was honored for
liis excellence in set design for
the production.
Cortheal Clark, technical directorrecieved the besy
technical crew award for Dark
of the Moon.

$Ut,e&~
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REGIONAL NEWS

Proposition
17 passes
Texas registered voters aid
state supported schools
By Sheleah Hughes
Production Manager

On Nov. 2,
Texas registered voters passed a proposal
relating to the investment of the university fund and its distribution.
Proposition
17, gives the University of Texas board
officials all power to
acquire, sell, supervise, manageorretain
funds that are generated by the fund.
This amendment which effects
state schools: the University of Texas,
Texas A.&.M \JniveTe.i.t"Y and bot.b. ot \heh:

systems, reappor-

tioned funds that are
disbursed to the various institutions.
Prairie View
A&M University,
which in the past
served as a voting site
for Wallerrounty, was
omitted from the site
list.
Instead voters were instructed to
report
to
The
Newman Center, a
local landmark.
This change
excluded many registered voters in the
school's areabutitdid
not b.ave an effect on
tb.evot.e smcei.twas a

state wide project.

Wisconsin Sleepers, Inc.
sponser food drive for Houston
By Glenn Russell
Photography Editor

This is the season for giving, and a time when food is
given to families in need.
The Wisconsin Sleepers Inc. rated sponsored a food
drive that started on Tuesday, Nov. 16 that will ran until
Friday, Nov. 19.
The food donations will go to the Houston Food Bank.
The food drive was set up as a competition among all
Council of Student Organizations (CSO) and the Pan-Hellenic Council to see which organization could get the most
food donated to its barrel.
The barrels were located in Alumni Hall next to the
Underground dining room.
Members ofthe participating organizations went around
campus to ask students for donations toward the worthy
cause.
David D. Colter of Gamma Phi Delta Christian Fraternity Inc., stated "blessed are those who bless others." He feels
that people must bless others who are less fortunate.
The drive started offwith a lack ofsupport from several
organizations. However, with donations from Gamma Phi
Delta, Gamma Sigma Sigma and the Wisconsin Sleepers Inc.
the food drive eventually got off to a great start.
All other organizations followed their lead and began
turning in donations.
The leaders with the roost donations were Gamma Phi
De\ta Christian Fraternity, Inc.
Partici:pants hoped to have a truck load of food to take

to Houston on today.

CAMPUS NEWS
National Diabetes
Awareness Month
Everyday many people find out that
they have diabetes.
Currently, there are 15.7 million people
living in the United States with the disease
and 1 out of every 3 persons living is not aware
that they have diabetes.
It is estimated that 10.8 percent of all
African Americans have diabetes.
Known as, the silent killer, diabetes
impairs a person's glucose homeostasis, or
metabolism. It affects the body's ability to
produce or respond to insulin.
Complications of diabetes include
blindness, heart attack and kidney disease.

EASYSAVER?
Saving money con be o whole lot easier, thanks to
the U.S. Treasury's new EosySover Plan for U.S.
Savings Bonds. Sign up once and automatically
purchase U.S. Savings Bonds from your checking
or savings account.
EasySover is o safe
and easy way to build
your savings.
M
>

~
e
[
C•t•••••··
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1-877-811-7283

Roberson walks
away victorious
By Dennishia Elder and Jo-Carolyn Goode
Panther Staff

A new generation of suave, debonair
men was discovered on Nov. 10 in the Hobart
Taylor Recital Hall as the Ladies of the Eta
Beta chapter of Delta.Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc. sponsored their annual Mr. 10 Scholarship
Pageant.
•
Representatives of Prairie View A&M
University's (PVAMU) finest, most ambitious,
young men vied for the infamous 11-year-old
title Mr. 10.
To be Mr. 10, contestants had to meet
certain crit.eriaincluding maturity, intelligence,
Photo by Glenn Russell
spirituality, talent, education, and readiness.
This years pageant promised to reveal young 1998-1999Mr. 10 Cesar Rarajas presented with
men who would· guide PVAMU into the new 1999-2000 Mr.10 Stacy Roberson.
millennium.
Michael Pollt, Paul Adams, Michael
Moore, Jr., Quenten Gonzalez, Braylon Wilcott, Jaques Hudson, and Stacey Roberson
displayed their style and uniqueness in accordance with the pageant's theme, "Revelation."
Contestants competed in the areas of campus attire, intimate apparel, talent, formal wear,
and question and answer.
All the men possessed the qualities to be honored with the title Mr. 10, however, after
the scores were calculated, it was Roberson who walked away victorious with his powerful
answer to "what he believes is a 21st century black man."
Other awards included the awarding of Mr. 9.9 and 9.8 to Gonzalez. and Polk
respectively. Hudson received Mr. Congeniality and Robenaon received a p\ac\ue for -moat. ada

sold.

www.easysaver.gov

Each contestant will recevie a scholarship and gift basket provided by the ladies of
Delta Sigma Theta

7/ff~~<;7{,_qfgency
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NOWSA.VING
FOR1HBR

FUTURE IS

CHILD'S
PLAY.

Building YIM clu1dren's lvllire just got
fflier, Ws lo the U.S. TreC151KY's
new EasyScrver Pion for U.S. Soving
Bonds. Signuponceando~omoticalfy
purchost U.S. Savings Bonds from your
chedting or savings account. EasySaver
is o sole and -, Wf1f to build their
sovilgs Haw if 111!1-~11111111!!!~onfy
kids
wos as easy.
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-.easysaver.rov
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members.zoom. c,Jm/mtvad./ravef
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Interest in underserved
communities leads dental
student to scholarships
Special to the Pao t.ber

Tayla Young, a first -

year dental student at Baylor
CoUege ofDentistry in Dallas,

students on ways to prevent sexual violence.
anization is currently consexual behavior and the
n of relation3ships. By this survey,
eman and the other · embers of WAR
~ plan to statistically dete · ' e what causes
i,w person to commit the
rape.
Jf
Through WAR, C
ultimately
g wants to decrease~ of rape vicg tims on the camp . ';' e
to start a
~ speci~ s~pport sys 'ftJr
e who are
g: rape VICtims.
'6t
Also, through awareness, ., ·cation
endall
and
seminars,
he hopes to make t!!fJ'ampus
An
a ~afer place. In regard to the ~ti-Rape
Co
March, Coleman says that he woull}ike the
march to become an annual or s.e\i.esterly
event.
Other activities occupy ~,:;, time of
Coleman as well. He is a
· ... , for the
s go up
Panther , a member
of Colle, Kendall
giate Housing (RO
e organized,
for senior
and founder of
a member of th
tone Pre-law SociColeman.
ety, and a me
f the Wesley Foundaninst Rape (WAR),
Women an
Prairie View A&M
tion, a Christi
dation.
In lifi
g as many souls as he
University's
·-Rape March which was
can and spr
'the teachings of Jesus is
held on Oct. -v· . . 0 pm.
Joine.,.~ any students, both male
Coleman's
le goal.
~!§
f.'$
and female, thitlarch began at the flagpole
Kendall's favo
Kool-Aid®: Strawberry
of the universitjfs entrance and ended at the
TJ.;,fa- ... •"-",. ,;.. - -,. -'""'"'' ,_,... '4t1Mn,
Memorial Student Center (MSC). At its final
HJ.,.;,,.,;."' uJ i,.Ji,;.i.,.I,. TIN 1'...ilwr ,Ji<;J, ••1 ~ - J.,r,Ml,-,/"""'1
au·~,.._,.,.dti, ,mi<Ht.
point, a brief seminar was given to educate

was awarded the 1999 Wesley
Dental Foundation Scholarship. She received $4,OOOfrom
the foundation's scholarship
program, which was established to provide financial assistance to dental students
who have exhibited an interestin serving the underserved
communities of Texas.
"The Wesley Foundation is known for its support of
dental education, and we are
delighted that a BCD student
was honored with this generous scholarship," said Dr. Richard N. Buchanan, dean of
the college. "Tay1a's understanding of the needs of
underserved Texas communities will help her prepare for
her role as a future dental
professional."
The Wesley Dental
Foundation is the philan-

t'ir:·

ann at \:h ~""'~"Wes\ y Dent&.\ Cen Y o{ l>a\-

~'TOl)\c

Elizabe\b .J. 'Pulce

Braids, Fades and Purple Kool-Aid®

0

2..569 7oam Gen/er .:7Jfuc/•c:5uga.r./a.ru/, 7:)('77479

Talya Young, a first-year dental student at Baylor College of
Denistry, was awarded a $4,000 scholarship from the Wesley Dental
Foundation. Pictured (from left) are Ruben E. Esquivel, Baylor
Oral Health Foundation member; Dr. George Daniels, Wesley
Dental Center volunteer; Young; and Richard N. Buchanan, BCD
dean-

las, one of the most effective
free dental clinic11 in the
United States. Staffed by vol-

unteers, the center treats
2,000 to 3,500 underserved
school children annually and
accepts no state or federal subsidy. School nurses have refereed more than 100,000 students to the clinic since it began in 1948.
Young is a 1996honor
graduateofChesterW.Nimitz
High School in Houston. She
is completing undergraduate
degree requirements simultaneously with her first year of
dental school as part of BCD's
3+4 Early Admission Program.
Young expects to be a
cum laude graduate in May
2000 when she will receive a
bachelor of science degree in
biology from Prairie View
A&M University in Prairie
View, Texas.
She is the daught.er of
Jerry and Mercie Young of
Houston.

Remarkable FREE and Low-Cost Solutions To Help You Pay for Your Own
Higher Education!!!
BONUS: Earn extra income for your other dreams
Attention, all high school sllldents, all college students, all former students paying baclt college
loans, and attention. all students now in school who have NO scholarships. NO Orants, NO Loins:
Don't delay! RUSH lo the nearest computer and point your mouse lo:
hltp://www.angelflre.com/tx/LWR/caoh..libnl
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BLACK HISTORY

NATIONAL NEWS

African-American owned, operated
Universoul Circus tours again

White only scholarships cause controversy
By Felicia Walker
Panther Staff

The beginning effects
of a federal desegregation order for predominately black
universities, Alabama State
(ASU) and Alabama A&M
(AAMU), have stirred questions and law suits against
the government for violating
the 14th Amendment and respect for historically black colleges and universities
(HBCU's).
As a part of the desegregation order in Alabama, a
scholarship program was designed to award only white
students financial aid.
'The scholarship program was first planned in 1995
and designed essentially as a
jump-start effort to get the
process of desegregation under way," said Carlos
Gonzalez, appointed as a spe-

Tutors:

cial master in the case by federal courts.
The money that is
available for white students
at predominately black institutions is said to not come at
the expense of the students.
Rosemary Heiss, a
graduate student at Alabama
State University, has been
awarded approximately
$30,000 in scholarships, because she is a minority at a
HBCU.
Heiss, aware of the
opportunity, concludes that
the money for white students
was indeed an incentive for
attending the university.
"It was a new idea for
me, but then certainly when I
found out there was an opportunity to get a new cultural
experience, I jumped the
chance," said Heiss.
At the present time,
no such scholarships are available at Prairie View because

oo o

years at ASU.
The program is sched:
uled to end in six years, when
officials hope white students
will not need financial aid incentives to attend predomi-

ter Area)

•

Contact)···
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•
Bill's
, . Fresh-N-Fry Seafood
•
Specials:

3pc. Drum & Fries ..................................$4.50
10 Nuggets & Fries .................................. $2.75
3pc. Reg. Catfish & Fries.......................... $3.50
2 Big Pork Chops & Fries ........................ $3.99
203 Bremond, Hempstead, TX

(409) 826-3568

'Ni.th This Ad Onl

RUB-A-DUB
Self-Service Laundry
Air Conditioned
Open 7 days a week
7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Last Wash 8:40
1102 Lafayette
Hempstead, TX

Wash & Fold Service

(409) 826-6014

.60lb./over 35lbs.-.50 lb.

By Kandyace Mayberry
Advertising Manager

Families throughout
the nation are flocking to the
Universoul
Circus.
The Universoul Circus
is the only African-American
owned and operated circus
ever. It has been in operation
for three years and touring
throughout the United States.
The 3 hour performance not only focuses on the
animals and clowns. It promotes family, self-esteem and
reopect all while having fun.
It is different from
that of the Ringling Brothers
& Barnum and Bailey Circus
because all the acts interact
with the audience. The ringmaster, Casual Cal and his
mini-sidekick Zeke, constantly
walk through the audience,
signing autographs, shaking
hands and giving bugs.

World renowned gymnast weds
By Yauna Estes
Copy Editor
0

Olympic gold medalist Kim Zmeskal recently
married
Christopher
Burdette at the gymnastic
ranch in New Waverly,
Texas.
The wedding tor:k
place outside on a beautiful
day on a beautiful day in
which there was just enough
pleasant wind.
After the ceremony
the guests attended the reception featuring a live band,
plenty of barbecue, and a 3layer cake topped with cow-

•SCREEN PRINTING

•EMBROIDERY
•BANNERS & SIG .
•CUSTOM IMP

\:;::::..

nately black universities.
The idea ofwhite-only
scholarships still presents an
unpleasant allusion to the 60s
and the early 1800s when
HBCUs were founded.

.boy and bride figurines.
"Ifyou want to have
a successful marriage, then
you must put each other
first," stated the priest who
officiated over the wedding
ceremony.
Zmeskal is a world
championship gold medalistin two events and a threetime national champion.
Although Zmeskal
had to quit performing for a
while due to an injury, she
is preparing for the summer 2000 Olympics that
will be in Sydney, Australia.

SJlI!l('TS✓ DlPS & 'MO!Jtj°,

uve · e Justice

dical

(Houston

of federal court cases.
Not everyone is happy
with the whites-only scholarship plan.
ASU student, Jesse
J. Tompkins, sought a particular scholarship in 1996 and
now he is claiming the whitesonly scholarship violates his
rights under the 14th Amendment.
Pro-Affirmative Action critics are weary of
Tompkins winning his case because it could unravel affirmative-action programs
across the country.
The Southeastern Legal Fo,mdat:on is content with
the idea because when the
14th Amendment is present it
guamatees equal protection
for everyone and there can't
be a government sponsored
policy of exclusion.
White enrollment has
increased from seven percent
to ten percent in the last four

u.s.a,....CWnAMCAffAINI

~'°

King Croawwd

;:;,

.-:-:-:

Of course, a circus
wouldn't be a circus without

cus has gained popularity
since it& inception. Ear\ie-r

lions, elephants, high wire acts
and clowns. The Universoul
Circus has all this and more
include dogs that do tricks, a
contortionist, unicycle basketball team, island dancers,
chimpanzees, and two fascinating laser light shows .

this year, it had it's first HBO
special.

.2302MAIN
WALLER, TX

atce ta:®e., u ll»ndittonat Efu.~~:- ~ ~ tamty oa' "REPARATIONS AND ECONOMIC LIBERATION"
aehl!veiri~nt.. The .fu.tur~ ~ very:~~~ial~ and.declelQns ~ ' Find out about the struggle for reparations and what you and others can do to help!!

$25+ Per Hour!
Direct sales reps
needed NOW!
Market credit card
applications
$5 per app, we help
you get started!
1-800-651-2832

~ Major Mechanic's Repair
Oil Change & Filter $16.95
Brake Jobs $69 lll!

Tune Ups $39 u12
I 10th Stl'fft, Hempstead

Across from Diary Queen

(409) 826-6630

clude Houston, Dallas and
San Antonio.

Located on the campus of the Historically Black Prairie View A&M University
(PV AMU) Friday, November 19 - Sunday, November 21, 1999

·~

uto

The nationwide tour

includes most of the cities
with a fairly large black market. The cities in Texas in-

NCOBRA REGIONAL CONFERENCE

MOTIONAL PRODUCTS

mte

The audience often
becomes overwhelmed by
these acts. But you can visibly see that the audience's
favorite parts of the show are
acts that require participation. Led by Casual Cal and
Zeke, they sing the theme
songs from the television
sitcomes Good Times and the
Jeffersons. Then there is
everybody's favorite, "Stomp"
by
Kirk
Franklin.
Another example of
audience participation is
when the hosts pull a boy and
girl out of the audience to
represent the NBA and the
WNBA. Both are given a
chance to shoot baskets, and
the one who gets the first basket claims bragging rights for
the rest of the performance.
The Universoul Cir-

made ~t..flitu~.ramifieat.ionst ..: :' . :-f,..&r }•. o· ,.,.❖.,=: . . . -:..
The High Class: In the high-class·, money is investea

and «>nsetved, Education. is a neeessa,:y t:radition for making
and ·maint;ahlm.g ~onneetions_
, ,..
,i,. ,. . •>',Their drivtng Corea is eithm- fmaneia~ p~litieal~ 1>r
·; ,eial. Love.aij,~ <11<:ceptance are eonditional. Emotio~ ~re

'ttilated to social standing 'and Mnnections. The high--class
.$e~S the.\v<;>rld in terms ~fan international view.

Free CD of cool
indie
you
at
the
ite
fory
ge
needs .

-·· .,,,i~i: 'The book also .shows·the·ro~e.that,.lan~~e registe!?
plays. ..Aceordiiigto a studycondueted by Dr. ~riaMon~o/
Harmori:f dle majority 0£ the people in the study (:povMtY
student§)don't:ha~ acees~ ~ tlie formal ·r~gi$ter at J10me.
, ·· .,.. ·.,=·~

lt*t vital "fat individuals w understand the formal

;ePl!~whenwritingessaysorUl)kingduringajobinte~eW·

\6 "'P()verty'aU~wa th& r~aded»undetstand th& Has.ons
why"difieren<:es exist anu:,ng\he cl~. .. ,.. ····+t .· . . \
. Whil~ ·• sh~wing pe~ple .h~Jr.:.~ o~tco~e po~~rty by
~eningn-0nmonetery~oiifoes1 Payjiet.elh., ~~~e:r
abQ.utth& hidden rules. ··= . r
~t
tt. ·.
<i=
. tts·very•informative, ed'1cational. arid enligh.tenil),g,

Friday
Regional Conference
J.B. Coleman Library, Public Events Rm 108
2pm-5pm
•Conference continues at Prairie View Alumni Center after dinner break.
Saturday
Economic Development Commissioners Hold
Open Meeting, Engineering Building
9am-5pm
•Dinner and Program at S.H.A.P.E. Community Center (Live Oak & Alabama) 6:30pm

-=! .•

and'°a must ~ad £.()r eveeyon&. I give lt a B+.

:~,.

$5 Registration Fee
For more directions or more information, please contact Irnari Obadele at (409)
857-4024, or please contact Taiwo Kujichagulia Seitu at (409) 857-6149.
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ENTERTAINMENT & LIFESTYLES

Hip Hop transcends cultural boundaries

Half and half

Does trendy genre move from •a Black thing• to universal music?
of rap and black youth found it t.o be an these early pioneers as lead• n white emc~es like Vanilla le~, hip-hop,Pioneers
mainly
people of escape or stress reliever in ers and contributors t o the urCypress
Hill
and
the
Beastie
As Ce nSI 0 Boys rock the mic, but the roots color, agree with Bambaata's
their communities. Head ban culture we live and love

Lil' Wayne starts out hot, but
gets a little chilly

thoughts.
Hip-hop has experimented with a lot of different
styles of music. When Planet
Rock came out, there were all
sorts of electro funk records
stirring on street comers and
backyard barbecues in black
communities. When Doug E.
Fr
out with "La Di
""'hi·te·· and 0 ..1. 4~~ ;;ti~
..
" Moviri"Tf~ir~
lennium, we se;'1)e0ple of
races embracing tlttt.<JJcf jnd
modem styles of a cult-ore we
now call hip-hop. From the
East to the West Coast, we see
how hip-hop music and culture has captured the minds
of all different kinds of people
and made a major impact on
their lives

·... ·
Hip-ho.n IS an a
combines d:ejaying, em
brea.kdancmg, and gr
as one enormous
break thro~gh.
Afrika Bamba
original Godfather ofh
conclud~s that _the music .
call rap 1s a m8Jor part of hiphop cul~~ as wel~.
here.
. Hi~-~op ~s a movementwithdistingu1Shedstyles
VJ'he-n~weusedto see and
languages,"
said

.v~

"b-.:ot.nii!.-·n,• and Latinos "Bambaata."Rip-hop ishow we
b-rea"k.dancing, we now see talk, walk, \oo\t. and act.."

Asians embracing the moves
in techno and hip-hop clubs.
With all the different break
throughs in hip-hop, the question still remains, "Is hip-hop
an art of black culture?"
Sure we have seen
- -- - - -- - - -- -

Descension

There is a revisionist
movement going on right now
by the downtrodden of the
planet to rediscover their own
history and their own significance, after all they have been
told up t.o this point is that

they have no history worth
knowing and no significance
in a majority rules world.
Facts are beingpr9ven
dailythattheEuropeanstandpointfromwhichwehavebeen
learning is basically wrong.
The remains of the
first branch of mankind was
found in West Africa, a site
where slave trade took place.
No matter how much we
progress in mathematics and
science, no one has found a
way to build a pyramid or even
duplicate the ones that are

Si
p\aced Afri

::~.a~~:·,:: :;::;;:':l:4f:''tho;
things we do
··,. • ,:ys ngs we
sing, and, like a shark, they
bite hard. Chunks of our creativity can be seen in the obelisk they call the George
Washington Memorial in
Washington, D.C. all the way
to New Edition Lite, also
known as the Backstreet Boys.
In the last days of
what has been referred to as
the American Century, we see
Eminem on our television
screens, pale counterfeits like
Limp Bizkit. Essentially it is

spins, back spins, and Kirk today. Where else in America
Thompson-like flares immi- is this type of pride felt more
grated to America, originat- than in the Black communiing from the West African ties?
martial art, Capoeria.
Today's youth take
pride in hip-hop's music, lanB1t 1-dlaa Walkei
guage, and styles. They enjoy
Sta.fl W,ue1i
payingtributet.oearlyrappioneers like the Furious Five . - - - - - - - - - - - ists.
and Run DMC.
Opportunis:s see this
Many youth look t.o
..---- - -- - -- - - - - ' huge turkey, ready to get
the emergence of the wigger. carved, and scurry t.o every
Some see N'Sync and cry the comer of creation searching
eloved culture is being co- for a trailer park kid other
by marketers bent on trailer park kids can relate to.
.~g:iog urban life more subMiddle class kids see
an. Some want other cul- thenewestthinginacommerres t.o keep their hands off cial and jump on the bandhip hop, and hold all the inspi- wagon, and the next "Great
ration t.o themselves.
White Hype" is born. Some in
.
I hate t.o say it, but our community scr eam and
. · is impossible. Music is grind their teeth, but then se-

of Lil Wayne.
The CD begins with
the title track and introduces
B.G., Lil Wayne and partner
Juvenile in a showcase oftrading lyrical tips. "'The Block is
Hot," which is the first single,
can be well declared as the
best song yet t.o be released
from Cash Money. The chorus is catching and, although
each artist speaks rather
quickly, it is easy to translate
1rhymes into to real life expeo .
t riences.
g
The next song, "Loud
Pipes," stays in pattern with
~ allotherprojects. BigTymers,
6 Juvenile, B.G. and Lil Wayne
continue t.o boast about their
~ belongings. He raps about
a:: his numerous cars, large earg rings and, of course, his hat« ers.

i

n
~

.· '-'-"' universal language, re- .. ~rjamto~CCrackerJack
,,
less of the words spoken. ,,,,m~ptey're m the shower.

:ii,

~

~

~

The youngest and most explicit Cash Money artist, Lil
Wh"t kid

"ttin · .,ffi1fbhl}i?:::::in atti~tly 'Black' expenence

CD than''lfoy it themselves.
We don't support our own art-

B1t ;}011 e ook

Wayne.
After listening t.o the
latest Cash Money release,
you would never guess that
the artist could be crowned as
the "King ofCensored Music."
Throughout h is entire
career Lil Wayne has spit
street knowledge without profanity, vulgarity or derogatory comments.
According to Universal Records, Lil Wayne has
already made his mark as one
of the world's youngest talents and, aftP-r listening t.o
the entire CD for the second
time
I ;,@p::, -~%'"~~:
think that I
might have 'k
···::::
to agree.
iW
My h
agreement is not because his
soundsareactuallysomething
that you must run out and
get, pushing all bills aside,
but rather becau~e he is a
"Cash Money Millionaire,"
and anything that touches the
hands of producer Mannie
Fresh is destined to go platinum.
Southern sound has a

l\i~t;f;~

db

W%2&

quality that mainstream
America seems to be addicted
t.o.
Starting out with the
Hot Boys, 'LiL Wheezy' as he
is sometimes known, began
his career on the 1997 album
Get it How U Live It. This is
where he introduced his New
Orleans slang, drawl and
unordinary speech.
He continued to make
appearances on all Cash
Money projects including Big
Tymers' How U Love That?
Volumes I and II, B.G.'s Chop·
'td·

ifu

~-.
X<

per City in the Ghetto,
Juvenile's 400 Degreez, and
the Hot Boys' latest release
Guerrilla Warfare. It wasn't
until now that the youngest
Cash Money prodigy has had
a chance t.o actually "SHINE."
The Block is Hot is
full of the ordinary Mannie
'Baby' Fresh chart topping
beats, covered with the twang

. h

'

.

After track number

m

album loses all of its potential. None of the songs seem
to stand out, and I wouldn't
declare any of them the next
#1 Billboard single.
"Respect Us" mixes a
Ricky Martin type beat with
a "BackThatThangUp"flow,
accomplishing nothing but disaster. I commend Fresh for
the try, but I j ust feel like he
could have stayed in the studio a little longer. And this
comment also applies to "
Drop it Like its Hot," and
nearly the rest of the later
part of the CD.
IfUniversal and Cash
Money was attempting to let
fans know the chorus of every
song after listening t.o the CD
at one sitting, then Lil Wayne
·,:-·0-1::,~\i'-, receives

t.-....
: ~ 4 and
·-:::;::,::.:_":-1fil~"-::
•· :' {j\f one half
stars.
.;:;y.,.,,%i,,,. 0 n the

Aj1i~

other hand, if this was an attempt at giving fans something to h elp knock pictures
off the wall... Sad to say ...
THEY LOSE.

Bv Shdeah J-{u,hes
?:,tod.u.ctlo11 ,/1tA11a.,t'l

me (.

&&&N?WMW&¾'i {?

2 uestions
1. Why aren't there any stop signs in the Village?
2. Does anyone attend the SGA meetings?

3. Did your department's computers go down during
pre-registration?
4. How many different buildings did you have to
run to just to get your holds cleared?
5. Isn't Budweiser taking this frog and lizard thing
just a little too far?
6. Do illegal residents help pay the electric bill?
7. Why are some of the trainers still tripping about
that letter to the editor that ran two issues ago?
8. Why do the people in aerobics cool off in the KFC
line?
9. Does the Village really respond to maintenance
requests?
10. Have any of you noticed that there is one girl who
has been in practically every single pageant on
campus?
11. Has she ever won?
12. Why did Southern's campus newspaper steal my
20 Questions?
13. Are any of your classes offered next semester?
14. Do you have to be a student to work at Wa\.Mart'?

this year?
16. How many people do _you know that need to dye
their hair roots?
17. What idiot set building 25 on fire while ironing?
18. How many more pageants are there going to be

this semester?
19. What's up with all of the food fights in Alumni?
20. What do you think?

-
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Renowned Prairie
View legend dies
By Will Joiner
Panther Staff
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Last week the Prairie
View A&M University lost a
noble member of its family.
WilliamJames "Billy"
Nicks Sr. died peacefully surrounded by his family. He was
94- years- old.
Records show that
William Nicks was the
wiuningest coach in Prairie
View football history. While
at PYAMU he compiled a 11930-6 record in 16 years as head
coach. From 1951 to 1965, his
teams went an astounding
114-28-4 and had a winning
percentage of. 791.
During his head
coaching job at PVAMU his
teams won five national titles,
including back to back. champioDBhips in 1953-1954 and
1963-1964. Nicks' teams won
the Southwestern Athletic
conference{SWAC) championship eight times. The Panthers
won the SWAC four times in a
row from 1951-1954 and back
to back in 1963 and 1964.
Coach Nicks also produced five
undefeated seasons. Prairie
View was 11-1 in bowl games
under the coaching of Nicks.
Nicks is the only college coach to produce a national championship in the all
three decades he coached.
He had a winning
record against every team in
the SWAC. This includes the
great Eddie Robinson of
Grambling State University.
This feat is even greater being
that Robinson is college
football's all time winningest
coach. In 1959 Nicks was
named the Coach of the Year
by the Pigskin Club of Washington D.C.
Nicks was born Aug 2,
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PVAMU hoopsters
return a year wiser

&

Age: 20

Hometown:
San Antonio

Blood, sweat and tears. This is the scene in the Billy
J. Nicks Field House as the Prairie View A&M men's basketball team prepares for the upcoming season. After last years
Fantasy Dinner:
dismal season, the Panthers (6-20) are striving for improveMorris Chestnut
ment and a SWAC title.
Taye Diggs
With a finish of 7th in SWAC last season, the Panthers seek to improve on their standings due to their players
Tommy Hampton
being a year older and wiser. Predicted to finish 6th this
season, the Panthers see this as motivation.
Favorite Movie:
"We are good enough to finish in the top three in our
division," said sophomore point guard Gregory Burks.
Money Talks
Helping the Panthers' drive for success is the return
of their entire frontline which includes small forward Xavier
Favorite Food:
Lee, center Aaron Thompson, and power forward Ivan Coulter.
In addition, the Panthers will feature quality depth on the
Pork chops
front-line due to the signing of 6-9 freshman Roderick Riley
of Beaumont.
Major:
The backcourt will be another strength for the
"Oh
my
God
!"Chanel
Henderson
Panthers with the return of point guard and 1999 SWAC
Information Systems
Freshman of the Year Burks. Burks, who dazzled SWAC
teams with his spectacular play last season, will team with
newcomer Awar Montgomery to solidify the backcourt.
While playing perennial powers such as Texas Tech,
thers mounted a furious rally
In the fourth quarter,
Ole Miss and Tulane, the Panthers hope to gain valuable
By
Ryan
McGinty
to close the huge lead the Hor- Kelley again scored on a 3experience and respect before entering conference play. These
Sports Editor
nets held.
-ya.Td -pasa ho1n q_u.art.e-rba.c'&.
games should give the Panthers an idea of how much they
Running
b>1o.cl&.
Ja.1na.a.\ Foa\.e1: a.ncl ~',.\aon
have progressed since last season.
Cedric
Dupree
DeMelvin Kelley and wide re- scored the final touchdown for
With all the returning faces and high expectations, tossed two touchdown ceiver Deontay Wilson spenrthe Panthers to close the lead
the Panthers anticipate nothing but the best from this year's passes and rushed for two headed the rally along with to
35-27.
more as the Alabama State strong play from the Panther
Unfortunately, the
Hornets held off the Pan- defense.
Panther rally ended after
thers of Prairie View 42-27
M.,er a long drive in Wilson's score.
last Saturday in Montgom- the third quarter, the PanAfter a failed onside
ery, Ala.
thers got on the board with a kick attempt, the Hornets
Alabama State (2-8, 4-yard run from Kelley. Sev- drove down field and scored on
1-3 SWAC) scored all the eral plays later, Wilson ended
a yard run by Renard Ross to
points it needed in the first the quarter with a 14-yard
end the game.
half. On the opening kick- touchdown reception from
The Panthers conclude
off, wide receiver Damian quarterback Josh Ba.mes.
their season with a 2-8 record.
Swain raced passed the Panthers en route to a 99-yard
kickoff return.
START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
Later on in the
quarter,SwainhurtthePanNOW...
-,..
thers again with a 69-yard
touchdown pass from
Dupree.
During the second
quarter, quarterback Cedric
NAME._____________
Dupreewenttoworkagainst
the Panthers. Dupree, who
has been filling in for startADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ __
ing quarterback Damon
Kennedythisseason,rushed
CITY_ _ _ _ _STATE.___ ZIP_ __
for two scores and connected
on a 4 7- yard bomb to wide
receiver Damon Hodge to go
PHONE#( )_ _ _ _ _ _ __
up 35-0.
The second half was
$10 SEMESTER
or $15 SCHOOL YFAR
all Prairie View (2-8, 0-4
... TO KEEP YOU UPDATED ON WHAT'S
SWAC).
Once their band,
JW>PENING ON "THE HILE'
"The Marching Storm"
P.O. BOX 2876, PRAIRIE VIEW, TX 77446
started playing, the Pan-

Panthers lose season finale

f

William" Billy" J. Nicks, Legendary PVAMU football coach

1905 in Griffin, Ga to Will
and Elnora Nicks. He went
on to be a honor graduate of
Morris Brown High School.
He ea.med his A.B. degree
from Morris Brown College,
M.S. degree from Columbia
University, and did post
graduate work at Ohio State
University.
Nicks' honors include: College Fqotball,
NAIA, HELMS, S.W AC.,
Morris Brown College,
PVAMU,Atlanta University
Center, Texas Black Sports,
and recently the College
Football Hall of Fame.
PVAMU's athletic
and intramural complex and
"Baby Dome" are named after him. Nicks coached basketball, tennis, baseball,
football and served as athletic director. His basketball
and baseball teams won several conference championships.

William J. Nicks Sr.
was a well rounded man. A
member of Phi Beta Sigma,
and he was not only dedicated
to sports, bu't also his family.
He is survived by his wife of
69- years and three sons.
Some of Nicks' former
players include Kenny Houston, OtisTaylor, Bo Farrington,
George Hunt, and current football coach Clifton Gillard.
"Coach Nicks was one
of the greatest coaches ever.
He left a legacy at Prairie View
that we can all be proud of,"
said Gillard.
"He was very knowledgeable. He predicted things
then that are happening now,"
said current track coach Hoover
Wright.
Donations may be
made to the William J. Nicks
Sr. Scholarship Fund. They can
be sent to Prairie View A&M :
University, Athletic Depart- I
ment, Post Office Box 97, Prai-

SWAC from page 1
ThePVAMUPanthers nament MVP and was also
played and won two games elected to the All-Toumaback to back against rival ment team.
Southern earning them the
According
to
title of 1999 SWAC volleyball Henderson the team
champions.
struggled in the beginning of
PVAMUjuniorChanel the season, however their
Henderson was named tour- hard work payed off in the

end.
"It was a long battle
and we fought hard," said
Henderson.
The lady Panthers
ranked second in the SWAC
before entering the tournament.
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COMIC RELIEF
Aggies from page 1

In Brief
Crosby deals with death issue

MON

*Nov. 29 Instruction Resumes

TUES

*Nov. 30 2nd Annual Krimson and Kreain Scholarship Pagent Hobart Taylor Recital Hall 7:30pm

WED

*Nov. 24 Alpha Phi Alpha 'Unifying Greeks' Worship Gathering PVAMU Water-fountain 12pm
*Dec. 1 PRIORITY DEADLINE - Applications for Spring 2000

Lance Berry
Special to the Panther

On Oct. 25, the brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi opened
their hearts to Rev. R.H. Crosby on dealing with one of the
hardest issues there is to discuss- the loss of a loved one.
Crosbv pastor of Mt. Corinth Baptist Church in
J,
Hempstead spoke on
when a love one passes it doesn' t h ave to
be the end of the world. He states that "when someone important in our lives is taken from us, it should almost be a day of
celebration because now they have moved on to a better place.
Through G~d's loving grace we will one day see them again."
He also points out that when dealing with death we
should never put our life at a stand still, but keep moving on
and excelling at whatever trying to accomplish. The person
who passed would want to see us doing well and not continually
grieving. Crosby gave an example of this when his father
passed away three years ago on Halloween and he went on to
preach what he called "one of my best sermons ever" ,because
he knew his father would have wanted this.
During the question, and answer period, he was able
to shed light on many students concerns about what happens
when loosing a dear friend or relative.
One thing Rev. Crosby stressed to everyone was there is more
to life than what meets the eye, which simply means that there
~

THlJR *Nov. 25-28 Thanksgiving Holiday (University Closed)

FRI

*Nov. 19-21 NCOBRA Regional Conference - Prairie View A&M

questioned. Officials will
make further decision about
its continuance at a much
calmer time.
While
students

Rusty Thompson,
bonfire faculty adviser, said
that students told him "there
was just a sudden movement.
Five to seven seconds later, it
was on the ground."
Thompson along with
student leaders, workers and
anyone else assisting with the
construction of the structure,
which is built over several
weeks and is designed to twist
inward to collapse on itself,
receive training and input
from professional engineers.
The bonfire was atone
time included as a historic
tradition at the University of gathered
around
in
Texas but school officials remembrance of their fellow
began omitting the building of peers, rescuers continued to
the bonfire, claiming it to be a search for any additional
hazard and a potential danger bodies or injured students in
to students.
the wreckage.
In 1994, a stack
Authorities stated
collapsed, but a second one that before 4 p.m. six bodies
was built and ignited in its were removed from the rubble.
place.
Kem Bennett, director
This is the first time ofTexas Task Force I, a statethat this tradition has been run rescue unit, said he saw

at least three more bodies in
the wreckage and Bart
Humphreys, a fire department
spokesmen said earlier that
five
students
were
unaccounted for.
Cranes removed logs
carefully, one by one, in search
of more students. To aide in
the efforts, crews used sound
detectors to help identify
students who could have been
trapped alive.
The
university
released the identification of
four
dead
students.
Christopher Breen of Austin;
Jerry Self of Arlington;
Jeremy Frampton ofTurlock,
California; and Bryan
McClain of San Antonio were
killed in the wreckage. Other
victims' names were not
released immediately.
A memorial service
was also held in the fallen
students' honor on Thursday
night. Family members of
students, peers and other
mourners were in attendance
to pay their regards.

This tragedy was not
the first for the school this
fall. Earlier five people were
killed in a plane crash used by
the Ags Over Texas skydiving
club. On Oct. 10, six college
students were killed by a
pickup driver who had fallen
asleep.
As a component of
Texas A&M University, the
faculty, staff, administrators,
andstudentsatPVAMUsend
over deepest condolences to
TAMU and all those impacted
by this tragedy.

Death from page1
til his retirement in 1989. At
the time of his retirement he
was medical director. Owens
was the first African American on the staff at Waller
County Hospital where he
later became Chief of Staff.
In 19780wenswasinducted into the Prairie View
Sports Hall of Fame because

of his service as team physician for 45 yeas and in 1999, a
$300,000 endowment was established at PVAMU in honor
of Dr. Owens.
Owens, 86, and Nicks,
94, died on Nov. 7 and Nov. 11
respectively.
Memorial funds have
been set up in memory ofboth
men.
Contributions can be
made in memory of Nicks to
the William James "Billy"
Nicks, Sr. Scholarship Fund.
Prairie View A&MUniversity,
P.O. Box 97, Prairie View, TX
77446. In memory of Owens,
contributions can be made to
the Emery and Julia Owens
Endowment Scholarship Fund
for Pre-Medi<'al Students at
Prairie View A&MUniversity,
P.O. Box 188, Prairie View,
,TX 77446.
·
On Nov. 17, 70-yearold Dr. George H. Stafford, of
the Academic Advising Center and Developmental/Remedial Education at PVAMU also
died.
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Administrative
istant: Position reporting to Development Coordinator. Duties include:·manage phones, correspondence,
database input, assistant
with special events preparation, execution, and followup. Requirements: Two
plus years general office experi~nce, reporting to 3+professionals, proven experience
in multi-tasking and deadline prioritizing, proficiency
in MS Office, database management, and proven customer service skills. Please
forward resume and salary
history to: Deb Hardee, Hum an Resources Director,
Child Advocates Inc., 2515

West Main, Suite 300, Houston, Texas 77098, or fax to:
(713)529-4150.
www.childadvocates.org

Refugee
Caseworker: Caseworker needed
to work with refugee in delivery of resettlement, job placement and caseworker services
to Bosnian refugees.
Requires knowledge
of the refugee experience and
cross cultural understanding.
Qualified candidate will be
required to work long hours
and provide practical, first
hand services. Must have own
transportation and speak,
read and write Bosnian and
English. Fax resumes to: Re-

settlement Coordinator, fax
number (713)339-1159.

ciate with infant toddler care
giver credential (at hire or with
in one year).

Youth Worker: FullParent Aid: High
time and on-call positions.
High School diploma or School diploma or equivalent
equivalent. Bachelor's degree required with previous expepreferred. CPR and First Aid rience working with teens prerequired with knowledge of ferred. Clear driving record,
crisis/behavior management, valid Texas drivers license,
child development and coun- pro·:>£of personal auto liability
seling. Clear driving record insurance required.
with a valid Texas drivers liData-Entry Operacense required.
tor: High School diploma or
Early Head Start equivalent required with a typTeacher: Part-time (26) ing speed of 35 words per
hours per week mornings and minute and 10,000+kph. High
early afternoons. Must have level of accuracy is a must.
high school diploma or GED Must have three to five years
and Child DevelopmentAsso- data entry experience.
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THE FINAL WORD

struggle among the sexes,
what
makes one a pursuer
Panther Staff
and one the pursuee must be
specifically stated.
In the struggle oflife,
The pursuer is the
the pursuit of desire bas be- supplier and provider ofsomecome the driving force behind thing that must be given or
the quest for love, power, au- used to fulfill the appetite.
thority, dominion, and inde- And the goods of the supplier
pendence.
must represent something
The majority of pur- that the receiver can not biosuers seek and search in logically produce. The suphopes of gratifying an appe- plier is more mobile because
tite. What separates the win- he is giving of himself.
ners from the losers? Is the
The lioness has a few
struggle worth the price one hundred eggs, while the lion
must pay
h a s
for satismillion
faction,
a n d
e v e n
m i l though the
lions of
appetite
sperm.
can never
L
i ons
•
b e s ati s a r ~
fied?
more
Pur mobile
suit\ To
i
ll

By Kendall Coleman

-pursue
-means to

''H women pursu1ng men causes
dysfunctionality,
why do they do

it~ When there's a

why do they do it·t When there's
a shortage of anything, people
panic. The key for a woman
getting located by a good man
is positioning. Ifevery woman
was a perfect 10, what would
separate one woman from the
rest.
There are hundreds of
beautiful women at PVAMU,
but what would cause a man
to approach one over another.
A man must first know that
the women exist. Second, she
must be recognized for something positive. Third, her
thinking and lifestyle should
be known before the approach.
Fourth, she must be known as
a lady. Fifth, she must be seen
as approachable by men. If
men knew she was single, that
would be a major plus. Last,
she must represent womanhood. While some people may ..

have a negative perspective
about what is being written,
it's better to act than sit around
and mope. Somebody is going
to act on these suggestions and
find what they have been looking for.
A woman can engage
in a ton of activitiej, but if no
men know about it., it's like it
never happened. If men can't
differentiate you as a lady from
other women, that could be a
minus. If a man doesn't know
you are single, you might not
be approached at all.
There are many ways
that women can draw positive
men toward them without
changing roles. A woman could
organize a singles conference.
Each day that a seminar is
held, a group would discuss a
scenerio. Each group would be
broken up into four men and

tour women. This would allow
the women to know how the
men think. The seminar could
be tailored to draw only certain men. Another program
could involve a group trying to
soJve problems in society. By
working together toward a
common goal, women would
have a perfect opportunity to
get noticed by a man.
In order to maintain
balance between the species,
men must pursue women. By
preventing dysfunctionality
and codependency the species
becomes strengthened. Good
women would be easier to find
if they were more visible on
the. campus and in society.
Men don't give up hope, there
are good women at PVAMU.
Women don't lose hope, r eposition yourself. I am looking
for a good woman myself.

terms
ofmi\e-

chase.
a g e
Should a
than
man purthe fesue
a
male.
woman?
Lions
And what
provide
happens if
a sense
thewoman
ofsecuchases the
r i t y
man? In
that no
the wild,
lioness
the lion
could
pursues afever
ter the lioness. If the lioness provide.
One man crepursued the lion, what would ates a fiercer presence than
happen?Would there be con- three women. Even on the
fusion? Even if the lion liked streets, a woman is less likely
the attention, would it go to be attacked if she is with a
against the inert nature of man than if she was with
instinctive roles among the three women.
species? The roles are instincMost men enjoywhen
tive aren't they? In every so- women pursue them initially.
ciety of species, there are in- In
the
end,
the
stinctive roles for each male dysfunctionality that is proand female that exist at birth. duced from such an engageIn order to bring forth ment causes codependency,
the hidden nature of pursuit, confusion, and anger. Confuone must understand what sion is due to misunderstandcauses it. In the wild and ing. When a man gets used to
among humans, the indi- a woman pursing him, he bevidual who seems to have the gins to loses interest. He loses
highest testorone seems his sense ofinitiative. It's improne to pursue. Therefore, portant for a man to play his
whoever has the stongest de- role correctly in the relationsire or will, which is our de- ship. All women want to be
sires in action as the pur- pursued. They want to be
suer.
loved and respected.
To bring the subject
If women pursuing
and context closer to the men causes dysfunctionality,

shortage of anything, people
panic."
- Coleman

ONECOURSETBATCOIJLDCBANGE
TIIE.COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that gives you experience and ~ per week. It will put your life
helps buildconfidence,char- ~ on a whole new comae.

llMYROTC
TBE SMIRTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Find out more. Contact CPT Kizzie at 409-857-4612.

